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Communication 

lease check all that a ply) 
IN-PERSON 

Yes 

Ramon's speech is hard to understand, however he loves to communicate with peers and customers, he 
needs help with making requests or having conversations. Right now he requires prompting and help 
pronouncing word by word what he want to say. 
Ramon will be able to communicate with peers, coach and customers by focusing on pronouncing his 
words one by one if needed, in a cleaner way. 
Social Skills 

Staying Focused on a Task 
When performing a task Ramon will stop working to interact with a coach or peer, may need 
redirection 3-4 times to stay focused and continue working on the assigned task. 
Ramon will learn to stay focused on a task, either by himself or with a coworker with no more than 2-3 
redirections per task. 
Work Performance 

Working with Urgency 
CM Continues working with Ramon working with urgency by motivating him to work faster and multi 
task when possible 
Ramon will learn to be able to perform and finish the assigned task with either working by himself or a 
partner in order to accomplish shared goals in a timely manner 
Work Performance 

Follow Directions 
CM continues working with Ramon in following directions with fewer prompts since he may work 
slowly or has to be redirected to continue to complete his task. He may require 3-4 prompts to 
complete a task and move on to the next one 
Ramon will learn to be able to perform and finish the assigned task with either working by himself or a 
partner in order to accomplish shared goals in a timely manner 
Work Performance 
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X

  X

Fitness/ Follow 

directions X
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*Create a fitness routine  and help Ramon to be independent and follow the routine following the instructions.
*Practice communication skills by doing role play providing customer service in different situations.
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Ramon’s Person-Centered Plan

● Listening to cumbia
music or anything I can
dance to

● Hangout with my friend
Daniel

● Drinking Starbucks
with my niece and
sister

● I love eating Subway!

● Spending time with
family going to L.A.

● I like watching t.v.
when I can.\

● I like taking pictures
and videos on my
tablet.

● I enjoy working at
MMC.

● Work at El Pollo Loco
● Get a job at Starbucks, I

love their coffee!
● Continue to work on having

eye contact at all times to
keep me focused.

● Continue to work on
communication by
responding in full
sentences.

● Have coloring packets with
the coach and do some arts
& crafts activities.

● Have lunch (Subway) with
my coach

● Go shopping for healthy food
● Play educational board

games

● Virtual tours of the
aquarium, Disneyland, and
Knott’s Berry Farm

● Watch dance videos on
YouTube for a fitness day!

● Have a workshop on
customer service to help
me at MMC.
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